We successfully detected a
deauthentication attack on a smart farm
architecture using MERLIN, a distance-based
anomaly detection algorithm.
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Introduction
Cyberattacks are increasing and becoming a
threat to our infrastructure, including to the field
of smart farming which is predicted as the future
of agriculture
A Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack can prevent crop
sensor updates to be sent to the farmer, which is
important during harvest
Detecting cyberattacks, such as with anomaly
detection, can prevent further damages
How can we detect a deauthentication attack
(type of DoS attack) on a smart farm
infrastructure?
Testbed depicted below is based upon Microsoft
Farmbeats [1]

Feature Extraction & Data Prep
Every attribute removed except for timestamp
Added packet count
Sampled data by aggregating packets to every
0.5s for a total of 14,963 packets

Experiments
MERLIN available in MATLAB
Four parameters: input file, shortest discord
length, largest discord length, whether to
output metadata while running
MERLIN finds anomalies of all lengths [2]
Able to detect attack when maximum discord
length goes above 300
MERLIN adds linear trend to constant regions to
minimize false positives [2]

Conclusions and Future Work
Important to detect DoS attacks because
cyberattacks have detrimental effects on our
critical infrastructure
MERLIN was successful in detecting a
deauthentication attack on a smart farm
More research has to be done to evaluate why
only the beginning of the attack was detected
Future work includes applying MERLIN on
datasets that have more than one attack
Running more experiments to see if MERLIN can
detect attacks in short succession of each
other would be helpful

Data
Collected network traffic with Wireshark over
two hours: normal traffic for 30min, then 18s
attack traffic, and then normal traffic again until
the rest of time
1,048,575 packets after removal of non-internet
traffic packets
Includes traffic from nearby networks
Deauthentication packets make up less than
0.2% of all packets recorded

Analysis
Cluster around 4000 is deauthentication attack
Long anomaly in the beginning is noise from
other networks
MERLIN detected about half of anomalous
network packets
Only beginning of attack was detected,
therefore sensitivity low
MERLIN successful in detecting attack because
as long as at least one packet labeled as
anomalous by MERLIN, attack is considered
detected
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